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Introduction
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Plasma wakefield acceleration is a promising scheme as a technique to realise shorter 
or higher energy accelerators in particle physics. 

Try to utilise current infrastructure and SPS proton bunches to generate the (wakefield) 
accelerator system, accelerating electrons to high energy. 

Previously presented ideas on first experiments that could significantly benefit from 
AWAKE scheme. 

Need to consider these now in more detail, both from a particle physics perspective and 
the technical realisation.



AWAKE Run 2
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• Preparing AWAKE Run 2, after LS2 and before LS3. 
- Accelerate electron bunch to higher energies. 
- Demonstrate beam quality preservation. 
- Demonstrate scalability of plasma sources.

Preliminary Run 2 electron beam parameters

E. Adli (AWAKE Collaboration), IPAC 2016 
proceedings, p.2557 (WEPMY008).

• Are there physics experiments that require 
an electron beam of up to O(50 GeV) ? 

• Use bunches from SPS with 3.5 × 1011 
protons every ~ 5 s. 

• Using the LHC beam as a driver, TeV 
electron beams are possible. 



Possible physics experiments
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• Use of electron beam for test-beam infrastructure, either / or for detector 
characterisation and as an accelerator test facility. 

• Fixed-target experiments using electron beams, e.g. deep inelastic scattering. 
• Search for dark photons à la NA64. 
• High energy electron−proton collider, i.e. a low-luminosity LHeC-type 

experiment. 

This is not a definitive list and people are invited to think of other possible uses / 
applications / experiments.



Questions / issues to address
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What are the physics interests, what experiments can be done with a high energy 
electron beam ? 

What are the parameters given by the accelerator scheme; what do the experiments 
need ? 

What are the possible improvements in the accelerator scheme ? 

Where could a given experiment be sited ?  What modifications to infrastructure are 
required ?



Proposed parameters for AWAKE scheme
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Drive wakefield with SPS proton bunches with NP = 3.5 × 1011 every ~ 5 sec. 
• Minimum cycle length of 6 sec for 400 GeV 
• Minimum cycle of 4.8 sec for 300 GeV 
• Cycle length proportional to basic period of 1.2 sec 
• Improvements, e.g. more bunches per cycle ?  Other ways to have frequency below 

5 sec ? 

Assume electron bunches accelerated with Ne ~ 109, Ee ~ 50 GeV, length ~ 100 fs  
• Possible increase in bunch charge ? 
• Variation in energy possible. 
• Can we treat the bunches to create spills ?



Detector and accelerator test facilities
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For detector beam tests: 
✓ Having variation in energy and high energy is good. 
✓ Having a high rate of electrons and a pure beam is good. 
✓ Having a new facility is good.  Facilities often over-subscribed. 
- Need spills, individual electrons, rather than bunches. 

For accelerator test facilities: 
✓ Having a variation in energy and high energy is good 
✓ Having a high rate of electron and pure beam is good. 
✓ Having bunches, also very short, can aid developments. 
- Generally require a highly reproducible and precise bunch.



Fixed-target experiments
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To do deep inelastic scattering experiments: 
• Measure events at high parton momentum fraction, x; have polarised particles and 

look at spin structure; consider different targets. 
✓ Having high energy and variation in energy is good 
✓ Need high statistics to go beyond previous experiment and to have an affect on 

e.g. high-x parton densities. 
- Want to measure individual events, so do not want bunches. 

Key issues: 
• Is there a strong physics case ?  Need simulations, assessment of physics potential 

with Ee ~ 50 GeV. 
• Can the beam be manipulated such that it can be run in event-counting mode ?



Search for dark photons, NA64-like
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Reminder: 

• NA64 will receive about 106 e−/spill or 2 × 105 e−/s from SPS secondary beam 
➡  Ne  ~ 1012 e− for 3 months running. 

• AWAKE-like beam with bunches of 109 e− every (SPS cycle time of) ~ 5 s or 2 × 108 e
−/s (1000 × higher than NA64/SPS secondary beam) 
➡  Ne  ~ 1015 e− for 3 months running. 

• So an AWAKE-like beam could provide an effective upgrade to the NA64 
experiment, increasing the intensity by a  factor of 1000. 

• Different beam energies or higher intensities (e.g. bunch charge, SPS cycle time) may 
be possible and need to be looked into.
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A number of particle physics / optimisation issues to be addressed: 
• Considered A′ → e+ e− and A′ → invisible channels. 
• More detailed calculations (developed in S.N. Gninenko et al., arXiv:1604.08432) for 

AWAKE-like beam. 
• Study of optimal beam energy. 
• Evaluation of backgrounds needed; so far assumed background-free for AWAKE-like 

beam. 
• Study of possible detector configurations. 
• Could consider other channels, e.g. A′ → µ+ µ−. 

From the accelerator side: 
• For a beam-dump experiment (A′ → e+ e−), high intensities needed; what is the 

ultimate intensity ? 
• For a counting experiment (A′ → invisible), as with fixed-target DIS experiments need 

to stretch beam or similar ? 
• Where could the experiment be sited ?

Search for dark photons, NA64-like



High energy electron−proton collisions

11*G. Xia et al., Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A 740 (2014) 173.

• Consider high energy ep collider with Ee ~ 50 GeV, colliding with LHC proton TeV 
bunch. 

• Create ~50 GeV beam within 50−100 m of plasma driven by SPS protons and have an 
LHeC-type experiment.

• Clear difference is that luminosity* 
currently expected to be lower 
~1030 cm−2s−1. 

• Any such experiment would have 
a different focus to LHeC.

- Investigate physics at low Bjorken x, 
e.g. saturation. 

- Parton densities, diffraction, jets, etc.. 
- eA as well as ep physics.
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High energy electron−proton collisions
Of most importance: 
• Can a high energy ep collider be sited at CERN with minimal new infrastructure ?  

Consider accelerator structure and tunnels as well as experimental cavern. 
• Need to revisit luminosity calculation to work out physics programme. 
• Opportunity for further studies to consider design of a collider using plasma wakefield 

acceleration and leading to an experiment in a new kinematic regime.



Summary
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• Have started to consider applications of AWAKE scheme to particle physics 
experiments. 

• Development needed from  
- Particle physics, development of physics cases and experimental design 
- Accelerator systems and realistic range of parameters 
- Infrastructure and siting of any new project 

• Several possible applications/projects; need to focus on list of topics for 
detailed studies. 

• Can then develop a work plan and set of tasks and deliverables.  
• There is a lot of interesting and exciting development work to do and we 

would welcome input and effort to consider some of the issues/questions. 
- Need fellows and students for studies
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Back-up



Plasma wakefield acceleration
Accelerators using RF cavities limited to ~100 MV/m; high energies ⇒ long accelerators. 
Gradients in plasma wakefield acceleration of ~100 GV/m measured.

* A. Caldwell et al., Nature Physics 5 (2009) 363.

• Electrons ‘sucked in’ by 
proton bunch 
• Continue across axis 
creating depletion region 
• Transverse electric fields 
focus witness bunch 

Proton-driven plasma wakefield acceleration*

• Theory and simulation tell us that with CERN proton beams, can get GV/m gradients. 
• Experiment, AWAKE, at CERN to demonstrate proton-driven plasma wakefield 
acceleration for this first time. 

• Learn about characteristics of plasma wakefields. 
• Understand process of accelerating electrons in wakes. 
• This will inform future possibilities which we, however, can/should think of now. 



Plasma wakefield accelerator (AWAKE scheme)

A. Caldwell & K. Lotov, Phys. Plasmas 
18 (2011) 103101

• With high accelerating gradients, can have  
- Shorter colliders for same energy 
- Higher energy 

• Using the LHC beam can accelerate electrons up to 
6 TeV over a reasonable distance. 
• We choose Ee = 3 TeV as a baseline for a new 
collider with EP = 7 TeV ⇒ √s = 9 TeV. 

- Centre of mass energy ×30 higher than HERA.

Long proton beam

• Long beam modulated into micro-
bunches which constructively 
reinforce to give large wakefields.
• Self-modulation instability allows current beams 
to be used, as in AWAKE experiment at CERN.



AWAKE: proton driven plasma wakefield experiment
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AWAKE experiment 
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• Demonstration experiment to show 
effect for first time and obtain GV/m 
gradients. 

• Use 400 GeV SPS proton bunches 
with high charge. 

• To start running this year and first 
phase to continue to LS2. 

• Apply scheme to particle physics 
experiments leading to shorter or 
higher energy accelerators.



Search for dark photons using an AWAKE-like beam
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NA64 have put forward a strong physics case to investigate the dark sector. 
See talk by S. Gninenko and various papers/proposals from them. 
An AWAKE-like beam should have higher intensity than the SPS secondary 
beam. 
Provide upgrade/extension to NA64 programme.
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Physics reminder 
• Dark sectors with light, weakly-coupling particles are a compelling possibility 

for new physics. 
• Search for dark photons, A′, up to GeV mass scale via their production in a 

light-shining-through-a-wall type experiment. 
• Use high energy electrons for beam-dump and/or fixed-target experiments.



Limits on dark photons, A′ → invisible channel
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Limits on dark photons, A′ → e+ e−
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For 1010 − 1013 electrons on 
target with NA64. 
For 1014 − 1016 electrons on 
target with AWAKE-like 
beam. 
As proposed by NA64 
group: 
• extend into region not 

covered by current limits. 
• similar to and complement 

other future experiments. 
Using an AWAKE-like beam 
would extend sensitivity 
further around ε ~ 10−5 
beyond any current or 
planned experiment.
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Plasma wakefield accelerator
• Emphasis on using current infrastructure, i.e. 
LHC beam with minimum modifications. 
• Overall layout works in powerpoint. 
• Need high gradient magnets to bend protons 
into the LHC ring. 
• One proton beam used for electron 
acceleration to then collider with other proton 
beam. 
• High energies achievable and can vary 
electron beam energy. 
• What about luminosity ?

• Assume  
• ~3000 bunches every 30 mins, gives f ~ 2 Hz. 
• Np ~ 4 × 1011, Ne ~ 1 × 1011 
• σ ~ 4 µm 

 
For few × 107 s, have 1 pb−1 / year of 
running. 

Other schemes to increase this value ?

Physics case for very high energy, but 
moderate (10−100 pb−1) luminosities.
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• Basic&period&is&1.2&sec&! any&cycle&length&is&proportional&to&BP

• 400&GeV/c& proton&beam&in&SPS:
– 1sec&for&PS&for&26&GeV/c&proton&injection
– 3&sec&ramp&to&400&GeV/c
– Several&100ms&flat&top
– 1.5&sec&downFramp&to&26&GeV/c
! total%minimum%cycle%length:%6%sec%cycle
Note:&
Today&ramp&up&to&400&GeV/c&is&~3.6&sec,&so&AWAKE&cycle&length&is&7.2sec
RF&power&will&be&increased&in&LS2,&then&it’s&possible&to&ramp&in&3sec

• 300&GeV/c& proton&beam&in&SPS:
– 1&sec&for&PS&for&26&GeV/c&proton&injection
– 2.1&sec&ramp&up
– ~some&100ms&flat&top
– 1s&ramp&down
! total%minimum%cycle%length:%4.8%sec

• Number&of&protons&and&bunches&per&cycle:
– 1&bunch&with&3.5&E11&protons

• Electrons from&Proton&Driven&PWA:&
– 1E9&electrons&per&cycle
– !with&6sec&cycle&we&get&>1E8%electrons/sec.

• Possible%improvements:
– Have&several& bunches&per&cycle&and&have&extractions&for&each&bunch&" issues:&&need&certain&time&for&plasma&diffusion,&

depending&on&laser&frequency&needed& for&seeding&(today&that’s&10Hz),&need&to&have&very&fast&kickers&for&several&extractions,&ec…

Proton beam cycle


